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StByl!~~nt fees·-where does the money go?

and
BRUNA MANISSERO
"Where does it all go?"
This is aquestion often pondered by students
and parents during university registration as\2ne
by one, they step to the cashier's window and
write acheck for S168. IS.
For many, the figure is simply asum that will
enable them or their children to be a full time
in-state student. It gets them into the classroom
and permits them to attend some athletic and
cultural events.
However, a breakdown of the• S168. 15
enrollment fee paid by West Virginia residents
indicates pieces from the lump sum go for uses
as small as 15 cents to others as large as SS0.
The sum contains payment for more than 16
separate programs and organizations. Memorial
Student Center bonds, admittance to intercollegiate athletic events and maintainance for
campus buildings and grounds also take shares,
according to the Marshal student catalog.
Tuition accounts for S25, registration SS0,
Memonal Student Center bonds S25. 15, intercolleg"iate activity fee S26.SS, and astate-held fund

called Higher Education Resources accounts for
S25.
The S2S tuition fee is considered general
revenue money ordinarily turned over to the
state for use by schools throughout West Virgm1a. In 1959, however, the state legislature
gave Marshall permissio!) to use_the_money forpayment of variou_s.debts.
Payment of the S2S tuition fee by each of
Marshall's full-time students amounts to more
than SI00,000 each semester when multiplied by
the number of paying students.
Registration fees, which account for SS0 go to
the West Virginia Board of Regents for use as a
capital improvement fund to suppliment schools'
budgets throughout the state, according to
Richard Vas~ director of finance.
An amount totaling more than S200.000 is
collected each semester at Marshall as registration fees.
The higher education resources fee is an
addition to the enrollment sum added in 1976 to
supplement the registration fee. It is used
primarily for improvement to the physical plant
of schools. Vass referred to the more than

SI00,000 collected as an "expansion and
remodeling fee.''
The remaining S68. IS composes the Marshall
student activity fee.
Abreakdown of activity fees for a full-time
student is as follows, according to the 1976-J7 ..
Marshall University Catalog: Institutional Activity Fees total S26.SS; Student Center Fees total
S25. 15; and Intercollegiate Athletic Fees $16.45.
Artist Series receives S3. 75, Chief Justice
S2.40, Convocatij)ns and Forums St.SO, debate SO
cents, Et Cetera 15 cents, Health Services S7,
identification card 15 cents, intramural sports 60
cents, music organizations St, The Parthenon S3,
Programming Student Activities S3.80, Student
Government St, Student Legal Aid Program 70
cents. Student Relations Center 25 cents, University Theatre SO cents and WMUL-Radio 25
cents.
What arc these organizations and what do they
offer students?
The Marshall University Artist Series is aprogram which provides cultural enrichment of the
University as well as Huntington. Each year a
variety of programs ranging from dance to

music, and from lectures to drama are available
in four divisions: The Baxter Series, the Mount
Series, the Forum Series, and the Convocation
Series, according to James A. Martin, Artist
Series coordinator.
He·said the-Baxter·and ·Mount series. try to
present classically oriented programs featuring
"the great artists or the big stars." For
example, this year the Baxter Series presented
world reknown pianist Lazar Berman. The
Forum Series is "primarily a lecture series with
some performing arts."
The Convocation Series is "a potpourri of
comedy and music. It is also one place where we
do avant-gard things," Martin said. Unusual
performers like the Swiss mimes called
"Mummenschanz" have performed in this
series.
By paying the S3. 75 Artist Series Fee and
SI .SO Fee for Convocations and Forums a
full-time student may attend any event for no
additional cost. If a non-student were to attend
all the events and buy individual tickets in the
different series, he/she would pay S77.
Part-time students would pay S42.S0, over one

th■

Firm's arena report
expected in January

to be filed by March
1...
awards may be reconsidered at a later

·Consultants studying Marshall's proposal for amultipurpose athletic facility will
submit their report at the Board of
Regents' (BOR) January meeting, according to a representative of the consulting firm.
Sverdrup and Parcel Engineers and
Architects of St. Louis was expected to
submit its report to the regents at their
meeting today in Charleston. Instead,
the regents agenda includes the Marshall
facility under a ' for board information''
category.
Larry H. Smith, project manager for
Sverdrup and Parcel, said Monday an
early draft of his firm's space study has
been sent to Marshall officials and the
regents.
Dr. Olen E. Jones, MU executive vice
president, said Monday he believes the
consultants' findin~s "in general,. are
"pretty g~d."
While Marshall proposed a 225,000
square-foot-facility, Sverdrup and Parcel

date.
West Virginia High~r Education Grants
are
based first-serve
on need and
first-come,
basis.are given on a
Law Enforcement Education Grants, of
not over $400 asemester, are available to
employes or students in the law enforcement field.
MUY tuition waiver awards, based on
need and grade point average, are used for
paying only tuition.
General scholarships may ran~e from
SlOO to Sl,500 and are based on highest
grade point averages. Depending on the
donors, some scholarships go to students
from certain counties or to students with
specific majors, said Montrella
The work-study program offers work to
suit astudent's major whenever possible.
Students may work up to 20 hours aweek
and are generally paid federal minimum wage.
SEQG awards are given only after all
other aid sour<:es have been exhausted.
The awards range from S200 to $1,500.
More information and application forms
may be obtained from Financial Aid Office,
Old Main Room 124.

Cold wave brings
60 area accidents
Associated Press

Abubble of icy air brought sudden
grief Monday to dozens of motorists
in Cabell and Wayne counties.
Highway officials reported more
than 60 accidents within a span of
two hours early Monday, including a
13-car pileup on Interstate 64 just
outside the edge of Huntington.
Nobody was injured seriously but
dozens of cars were disabled.
The National Weather Service
reported
the freezingarearain
which
made the Huntington
hazardous
for driving, spread into the southern
sections of the state, but apparently
it was not as severe and no similar
rash of accidents was reported.
Conditions may become worse
today, weather men said.
F.:irecasters were watching acold
front approaching from the West
and the rain moving up from the
Gulf of Mexico. They said the two
could bring snow over northwest
areas of the state during Tuesday
morning and over the remainder of
the state Tuesday afternoon and
evening.
Among the drivers who lost
control in the Huntington area was
astate trooper answering adistress
call from amotorist.

other scholarship agel}cy; must be
making normal progress toward his
program goal and must demonstrate that
he has financial need in order to continue
his studies at Marshall.
Though several students have expressed
interest in the scholarship, few have
applied, so chances are still good for
someone meeting all the qualifications,
said Cardea.
Interested international student meeting
the qualifications should contact Cardea in
'he Memorial Student Center Room 1W23
for applications and details.

states approximately 204,000 square feet
would meet Marshall's needs, Jones said.
Jones said the consultants' draft
includes more usuable space because it
lists all moveable seating. Marshall
proposed some moveable and some
permanent seating.
Smith said Sverdrup and Parcel is in
the early stages of its study of an
alternate site admacent to Gullickson
Hall. Marshall proposed a site east of
20th Street between 31/, and 4½ alleys.
Although the consultants' studies are
taking longer than originally expected,
Smith and Jones agreed the study must
be thorough.
"It's actually taken alittle longer than
expected, but I think its for the betterment of the entire project," Smith said.
Sverdrup and Parcel was employed by
the·regents soon after Marshall submitted
its proposal in June. The consultants
submitted their first report in September.

Tua■day

Last night's rain is expected to
change to light snow and snow flurries
by midday. Today's high will be
around SO degrees with colder.
temperatures this afternoon.
Tonight's outlook calls for cloudy
skies with snow flurries and a low of
25.
Tomorrow will be partially clear with
ahigh of 35.

... Dec. 1Odeadline
for
international
students
International students in need of a scholarship from his government or

financial assistance for the 1977 spring
semester have until Dec. 10 to apply for
two Board of Regents Tuition Waiver
Scholarships.
The tuition waiver awards have the value
of SS7S each asemester, according to Sam
Cardea, coordinator of the Office of International Student Program.
To qualify for the awards, students must
meet the following basic criteria:
The student
must currently
temporary
visa (student,
exchange,hold
diplo-a
matic, etc.); must be afull-time student in
an undergraduate program at Marshall
University; must not be currently holding

Continued on Page 3
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Financial
aid
General applications
Students in need of financial aid for the
spring semester are urged to apply by
March 1, 1977, according to Dennis
Mo•trella, director of financial aid.
AFinancial Aid Form (FAF) which is a
statement of parents' and independent
students' financial position is required for
most types of aid. Students must also
complete the MU General Financial Aid
Application to be considered for Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG), tuition waivers, college -workstudy, general scholarships, National
Direct Student Loans (NDSL) and nursing
loans.
The Federally Insured Student Loans
(FISL), NDSL and nursing loans must all be
repaid by the student. FISL is handled
through abank and has aseven per cent
interest rate.
Both the NDSL and nursing loans have a
three per cent interest rate with repayment
of the NDSL beginning nine months after
graduation.
The BEOG awards payment of up to
Sl,400 per student and has no application
deadline. Since awards are made
continuously throughout the year, persons
who have previously been denied BEOG

school year,accordin~to Martin.
The breakdown is as follows (assuming that a
person attends all events):
Mount Series presents four events during the
yelff arid·cost is $23 for non-students and S11 .SO
for part-time students.
Baxter Series also presents four ~vents ayear
for S32 for non-students and S16 for part-time
students.
Forum Series presents 10 events and both
non-students and part-time students may attend
only with aS16 membership.
Convocation Series presents seven events and
is St general admission (S7 all together), but is
free to part-time students.
Out of the activity fees S2.40 (S4.80 a year)
~oes toward the publication of the Chief Justice,
Marshall's yearbook. Each full-time student attending the university is eligible for afree copy
each fall, enabling him/her to relive past high lights of the college career through a pictorial
review, according to the Marshall University
1976-77 Handbook.

Finishing touches

MOM
By SHERRI SOWCBEK
It's easy to spot a"mom" on the MU campus.
No, "mom" isn't a new Greek organization. No,
"mom" isn't aradical group of the Student Senate.
A"mom" is that person with dish-pan hands, graying
hair and ironed blue jeans who, for reasons known only
to herself, has decided to go to college.
"Oh sure," you might say, "I've seen a"mom" here
and there----there's even one in my class----she's the
lady who makes out her grocery list while the rest of us
take notes."
Right! Now you've got it. A"mom" is a woman
student, just abit different from other woman students.
What makes awoman with piles of dirty laundry, car
pooling for three children and a husband who expects
dinner en time, go back to school?
"Gee, I've often asked myself that," said Norma J.
Mitchell, Huntington junior. Mitchell is carrying nine
credit hours and has been in school for four and one-half
years over a20 year period. "When Iquit school to get
married, Ipromised myself and my mother that someday
I'd finish. I'm hoping to do it by 1979," said the
business education major.
Another business education major who's a "mom" is
Brenda T. Glick, Huntingto.n. junior•. _Glick-,· 33, has-·twochildren and wants to finish school because 'Tm not
getting any younger." Having spent 6 years at
Marshall, Brenda hopes to graduate in three more. Mrs.
Glick is carrying 11 credit hours and chose her major
because, "It won't involve small children. I've had
enough of that."

PHOTO by CHRIS SPENCER

Jane Vickers, library assistant, puts the finishing touches on a
Christmas tree In the lobby of the Morrow Library. The yuletide
feeling, however, may be alittle far off for students studying In
the library for finals.

Wednesday's Parthenon will be the
final edition for the fall semester.
Persons wanting articles included in
the last publication are asked to call
the Parthenon office at (696)-6696
before 11 a.m. today. The first paper
for the spring semester will be published Jan. 18.
The Chief Justice staff has come up
with awinner. Page 4.

If you want to be adoctor, you need a
med school. If you want to be alawyer
you need alaw school. Page 2.

There is a land where students receive
afreewarmeducation.
basically
and theretheisweather
little pol-is
lution. Moira D. Wilson gave that up
for ayear to study at Marshall. Page

2.

There's afeeling of Christmas in the
air and in Smith Music Hall, too.
Page 4.
Get astrike and help aneedy child
have abetter Christmas. Page S.
Marshall's swimming team kicked its
season off in style. Page 5.

Student mothers fit in studying time
in spite of heavily active schedules
Sandi F. Oppenheim is agraduate student in speech journalism course and everyone looked at me." Other
pathology and is doing practice teaching this semester. than that incident, she feels she is treated as "one of
After being out of school 17 years, Oppenheim went the gang."
back because of "a lifelong dream of helping people."
Each of the "moms" agree they are more comfortable
"I hope to graduate in 1978, but I do enjoy all the now with their teachers than they were when they were
hassels that go along with being astudent, wife, mother beginning students. "It's hard to be in awe of someone
of three, bridge player and PTA volunteer," she said.
on your own age level," said Mitchell.
All three students have more than motherhood in
Although there are no figures on just how many
common. Each woman has ahusband at home and all "moms" attend Marshall, the number is definitely going
agree that while their husbands do nothing to hinder up, according to James W. Harless, MU director of
their academic lives, they do little to help either. All admissions.
three women believe that while housework may suffer,
Harless has been very active in the "Open House for
(only Glick has outside cleaning help), the quality of Women" programs, teas held for beginning and
their lives with their children is fine.
re-entering mature students before the semester begins.
Mitchell often studies until the early morning hours so The program features speakers who include deans of
she can have free weekends to spend with her kids. various departments, testimony of women who have
Glick, on the other hand, makes special time to spend come back to school and have "made it," and a1hour
with her children each day, leaving homework for tour of buildings, places to eat, places to study and
evenings and weekends.
places to park.
·
Oppenheim feels her relationship with her children
"We try to dispel the fears the mature woman may
has improved since she became a student. "Now they have about competing with 17 year olds. We try to
see me as aperson who can be disappointed or exc_it_e_d__ rC;_l~.J.teJ!..An_»eties.about.-t-he-priority--they .1nusr-ser--··-·about grades:- Jt_ gives them-moFo-incentive 1Jrure1r concerning school and family. We also explain that if a
- scliool work," she said.
woman intends to carry six credit hours, she may have
Only Oppenheim said there was a disadvantage to to give up 'the afternoon soap opera," Harless said.
being an older student. "I've been out of the field for
so long," she said, "the younger students remember
Remember, the next time you see a woman sitting
everything I've forgotten."
alone in the Student Memorial Union, making out a
"The only time I ever felt out of it in class," said
list, go up and talk to her. She may be
Mitchell, "was when we discussed 'golden oldies' in a grocery
someone's "mom."

college,
weather,
- warm
Utopia-? littleFree--pollution,
easy lite style
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Law school endorsed

.

Moffat sparks interest

The establishment of a law school
for Marshall will be the major goal of
the John Marshall Pre-law Association
(JMPLA), according to Bob Taylor,
Huntington senior and secretary of the
JMPLA.
Iavlor said the idea of alaw school
was inspired by Dr. Charles Moffat's
remarks in The Parthenon last
Tuesday. Moffat is retiring chairman
of the Department of History.
Tavlor said members decided at a
meeting on Thursday to work towards
getting public and student support
and interest for the law school.

"We have drawn up a petition
stating our goals and we are going to
present our case to the Student Senate
and hope they will support the cause
of alaw school."
Taylor said it would take time before
the school could be opened. but he
added. "Someone has to take the first
step and we figured our association
should be the one to do it. It will take
about five or six years just to go
through all the political steps, the
obstacles
oven.-ome are mostly
political, notto academic.
'"This is the most populous re_gion in

By PIA CUMMINGS
know what he wanted, so my
How would you like to live in a
friend just shook his extended
place where students go to college
hand and thanked him."
for free, the weather is warm
three-fourths of the year, there is
Another custom peculiar to
relatively no pollution and the
Moira is serving water at restaurpace of life is a little slower, a
ants before meals. Moira recalls
little easier?
ordering hot chocolate at a
Aforeign exchange student
restaurant, but the waitress
attending Marshall lives in such a
brought her water first. "I
place. Her name is Moira D.
thought I ordered hot chocolate?"
Wilson, and the place is Perth,
she told the waitress. "You did,
Western Australia.
and it's coming," was the reply.
Moira came to the United
Moira also had to get used to
States in January, 1976, as part of
the difference in terminology. To
the Rotary International Foreign
her, biscuit means cookie, jumper
exchange program. She said she
means sweater, boot means the
chose the U.S. because of its
trunk of a car, and grog means
power in world affairs, and it was
beer.
important to see what the people
Driving on the right side of the
were like.
road was another thin_g Moira had
When her year is up this
to adapt to. But, she said besides
January, she will go back to
these little things, family lite is
college in Australia, majoring in
generally the same in her country.
English and Dramatic Arts. But,
Education, however, is different
she reflects on things she has
in Australia. Seventy per cent of
learned about American social
the students finish three of five
life, student life, and national
years of high school and then go
issues.
on to a business, technical, or
When Moira arrived in the US
vocational school. Thirty per cent
. ~itfi.otlier exchange students, the .
. complete.Abe. last two .years-of.•
difference in social habits was
high school with plans of going on
apparent from
i..Pl.1i8i· the government subAustralia,
we -~ht;.g_ei@..1!!8-.Jl.-•~•
don t ave porters
Although
at the airports,'' · she said.
sidizes a student's tuition fees,
"When we arrived here, the
Moira says there is a lot of
porter carried .our bags and then
competition in being accepted to
.held out his hand. We didn't
college.

the state and there is no law school.
Most of the tri-state's legal work is
done in this area. There are federal
courts in Huntington and Charleston.
Members of the bar have spoken of
the need for alegal-aid service in the
region. The law school would help
achieve these goals," said Taylor.
Taylor said serious work towards
forming the law school would have to
wait until after the medical school
opens and establishes itself. '' After
the exams we will work on the preliminary steps of recruiting public
support. This will be the first step of
an on-going project for the JMPLA."

EXAM
HOUR
8:00a.m.
tlll
10:00 a.m.

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - FIRST SEMESTER 1976-77
MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
December 16
December 13 December 15
December 10
Classes
Classes
Classes
Classes
Meetlng At:
Meetlng At:
Meetlng At: Meetlng At:
12:00 MWF
11:00 MWF
9:00 MWF
10:00 MWF
,

10:15 a.m.
tlll
12:15 p.m.

Classes
Meeting At:
2:00 MWF

Classei<
Meeting At:
12:30 TTH

Classes
Meeting At:
1:00 MWF

Classes
Meeting At:
8:00 TTH

1:30 p.m.
till
3:30 p.m.

Classes
Meetlng At:
9:30 TTH

Classes
Meeting At:
8:00 MWF

Classes
Meeting At:
11:00 TTH

Classes
Meeting At:
2:00 TTH

3:45 p.m.
till
5:45 p.m.

ALL Sectlons
FINANCE 323

ALL Sections
CHEMISTRx'
100, 203,
211, 212

ALL Sections
SPEECH 103

..

FRIDAY
December 17
Class~s
Meeting At:

-,.:i,W. _. ,:t:r,
Classes
Meetlng At:
3:30 TTH

'Attack apathy'
senator states
1

By RICK PARKS
"We should try to attack the
apathy and the lack of participation by our citizens in our
government," saiEi Sen. Robert
R. Nelson, Democrat from
Cabell County, Thursday in the
Smit}(HaJI Faculty Lounge.
Nelson was speaking to Pi
In 1970, she said, Mel Sigma
Alpha, political science
Fisher and several other treas- honorary,
during a meeting to
ure hunters were searching in initiate new
Mary
Florida's. Matecumbe Keys Frazier, Louisa.members
stuwhere the "Atocha" had gone dent, and Larry graduate
A. Callahan,
down, but in two years the Wilcoe graduate student.
search had not turned up a The main point of the
single clue.
senator's talk was to involve
people with the government.
1-isher was about to give up According
to Nelson, most of
hope, Jaeger added, when Gene the population
is not interested
Lyon, an old friend of Fisher's.
Citizens
was in Sevelle doing research inshouldgovernment.
participate
voting or
on colonial Florida and discov- just discussion, saidbyNelson.
ered in the official archives
papers that the site of the He said, "I'm amazed an an
Atocha's sinking to be near the elected official the difficulty I
Marquesas Keys, almost 100
miles from where he had been
searching.
In 1971 Fisher's divers
located an ancient anchor,
Jaeger said, and in the next
three years treasure began
trickling in, including gold
chains, jewelry, gold coins and
thousands of silver coins.
The trail went cold again as
they searched for the mother
lode of treasure, she said, until
nine bronze cannons were discovered in 1975.

WMUL offers program variety

upcoming season, are the mis- "Soundstage" offers a wide
fortunes
JamesandBellamy,
who variety of musicians, Jaeger•
goes
into ofpolitics
enters iAto
said, ranging from the "Bee
alove affair with an old flame, Gees,"
"Three Dog Night" and
Lady Diana Newbury.
"The
Pointer Sisters" to counIt is James' badly timed music
stars like Anne
gambling on the crashing stock- try
Murray,
Waylon Jennings and
market which provides "Up- Jessi Colter.
.,'\ 'Upstairs, Downstairs' stairs,
Downstairs"
with
its
Among upcoming shows on
"Upstairs, Downstairs," the
climax, Jaeger added. "Soundstage,"
added, and
in,.• award-winning Masterpiece tragic
The final scenes of the last clude
a spoof ofshetelevision
Theater series, moves into the episode
are
played
out
on
a
pop
music aDA .hi>w they have
roaring twenties in its Ip t -chilly London day in the winter affected
each other, and atn~
season be~: ~iJ1g in January, o.f :J.929, and Rose, Lady throu,B!i past
according to Joanne C. Jaeger, Bellamy's personal maid, has the Bee Gees.and present hits by
promotion coordinator for the
last
few
minutes
to
herself,
Other
programs will feature
WMUL-TV Channel 33.
said.
"A Tribute to John Hammond,"
The new season will concern Jaeger
The closing season was the
producer
first recorded
' the Twenties and the techno- stretched
from the usual 13 such people aswhoBillie
logical change and social up- SO-minute prays
to 16 eipsodes Benny Goodman andHoliday,
Bob
heavals which led to the general in order to cover one
of
the
most
ashow on Stan Kenton
strike of 1926, Jaeger said. That important decades in. British Dylan;
and the Four Freshmen, amajor
strike was the forerunner of the history, she added.
influence of the fifties; and the
social upheavals that were to
Awards, featuring
crumble the class barriers, she
'Soundstage' DownBeat
many ot the winners of that
added.
"Soundstage," a program magazine's poll, Jaeger said.•
The series, which has pro- featuring
contemporary music
gressed in chronological order
'Treasure'
from 1903 to 1919, begins with by such stars as Barry Manilow,
Blood, Sweat and Tears, and l'he story of Mel Fisher's
the Bellamys and their servants Janis
Ian appears on WMUL-TV search for the Spanish galleon
recovering from the shock of the Channel
33 Mondays at 10 p.m., "Atocha" and its multi-million
First World War, Jaeger said.
Among the highlights of the according to Jaeger.
• dollar carge is the subject of
"Treasure!" The National
Geographic special will appear
Tuesday at 8p.m.
According to Jaeger, Fisher
searched for the "Nuestra
Senora de Atocha," one of
several vessels lost in a hurricane off the Florida Keys in
By DIANA BAKER
get out of the senate: said 1922.
Two of the sunken ships, the
Amajor problem in Student Cole.
Margarita" and the
Senate at Marshall this semes- For the Student Senate to be "Santa
"Rosaria," were partially salter has been the "tremendous effective, amore "open line of vaged
by the Spanish, but only
turnover," according to Senate communication is needed be- two cannons
were retrieved
President Randy Cole, Ceredo tween senate representatives from the "Atocha"
before it
senior.
and members of the student disappeared in another hurriWith each election, a new body.
cane, Jaeger continued.
group of people comes to
office. With such frequent Cole says that there is a
change, Cole says that direct failure on the part of the
accountability to the students Student Senate representatives
is limited. Senators are reach out to the students.
elected by members of the toThe
senate attempts to take
student body to do a job. all things
consideration,
Before the students can judge says Cole, into
but if representahow well a senator is doing tives are not
aware of the
that job, the senator has been problems that exist,
the senate
replaced.
solve those problems.
Many senators, added Cole, cannot
'' Before you can serve the
are not living up to their people,
you
have
to
out
responsibilities. Students what they want you find
to do,"
serve in the senate by choice; says Cole.
therefore, they srould be For student government as a
willing to assume all responsi- whole to work effectively, Cole
bilities of their positions.
the importance of
Cole says that another big stressed
"checks and balances" within
:·problem in the senate has been the
system. Cole
•.there are "a few people who feelsthree-branch
that
cooperation
: do all the work and many are is needed greater
between the three
',just along for the ride." While branches
of the MU student
they
refuse
to
do
the
work
of
the senate, they are willing to government.
"act in non-constructive ways Considerable friction bethat hurt the whole student tween the three branches of
government process, not just the student government has
thesenate.''
begun to smooth out within the
Factionalism is _a major last month or so, according to
to senate effectiveness. Too Cole. Hopefully. says Cole,
aset at
'many people are concerned progress in that area will Collect
these locations:
with what they personally can continue.
WMUL-TV Channel 33 will
present ''Upstairs, Downstairs," "Soundstage," and
"Treasure!" in its continuing
Public Broadcast Service (PBS)
,< programmin_g.

Senate president
cites fall obstacles

..

The search. continues today, ..
Jaeger said, with almost 90 per
cent of the treasure, worth an
estimated $100 million, still
waitine: to be found.
"Treasure!" is the first of the
1976-77 National Geographic
Specials on public television, all
of which are co-produced by the
national Geogrphic Society and
WQED/Pittsburgh, Jaeger concluded.

~
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have in getting people to listen
to issues, or even want to
discuss issues."
Nelson feels it is still
pessible for a person from a
limited background to obtain
the highest office in our land.
Many people have short-comings because they do not live
in an area without a lot of
opportunity, such as schools
and libraries, according to
Nelson.
. "Jimmy Carter is an example of a person who literally
came from nowhere, and is
now president elect of the
United States," Nelson said.
"He had determination, he had
a good vie of what the
government ought to ue, and
he understood to a large
extend, the attitude of the
people."

After having attended a local
high school and Marshall University. Moira says. "The American
system is far too easy. Students
don't have to extend themselves
verymuch."
The I8-year-old says she is
taking upper-level classes and at
Marshall. none of them seem very
Jifficult to her.
She regrets there is no organized school spirit in Australia; a
football game does not include the
national anthem, cheerleaders, or
aband.
Student life is relativelysimilar
in Australia, though geography
determines some student activities. "Perth is acoastal city, and
many students swim and surf for
recreation." The country has
summer weather three-fourths of
the years, and experiences winters of 50 degrees.
Morally, Australia is not as
permissive a society as the US,
according to Moira. "High school
pregnancies rarelyoccur in Australia, and when they do, people
frown on them. Drugs and pot
-·a:re hot'a: problem liecatise they're
not popular. Students drink beer
instead (13.2 perceflt). And the
independence of the young person
is very important--most don't
consider marriage until the age of
24 or 25."

Balloon
Sale

NOW TILL
CHRISTMAS
0

line
OPEN

10-9 Mo

10-6 Sa

Stu ent fees split among many groups
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Continued fro •
If one were to add p.ill the
publication and printing costs, a
student \\OUld ha\e to l'ay
approximately S8, according to
Dr >eryl R. Leaming. advisor
of · Chief Justice.
Under tile heading · lcbate"
there is '1 110, t10 ot SO cents.
According to tht' tatalog, "The
fori:nsics program, under the
directions of the Department of
Speech, provides studt'nts with
opportunities for intercollegiate
competition and for appl''lr•
anccs before audiences in the
Huntington area."
Inaddition, the debaters meet
tear.is from other universities
and colleges. "Marshall stu-

dents also compete in intercollegiate contests in oratory. extemporaneous speaking. discussion. after dinner speaking. and
interpretive reading.·· the
Handbook states.
Marshall's literary magazine,
"Et Cetera," is given 15 cents
towards publishing costs, and it
is free to all full-time students.
The publication L-ontains poetry,
short stories, essays, and art
contributed by Marshall students, according to the Handbook.

provides students with outpatient medical care as well as
24-hour emergency medical care
in cooperation with a local
hospital.
Personnel at the health center
will
students.
make tests,
and visit
provide
students
with
proper medication at no addition aI cost. According to
prices set for by a local
medical group, a student wi:h
a cold would have to pay
S12 for a consultali<'n with a
physician. S4 for a throat cul$5 for aurinalysis, and S5
Student Health -forture.
of antibiotics.
Health Services receives S7. Totalancostinjection
for treatment of acold
The student health service in would be S26.
the south wing of Prichard Hall Both full-time and part-time
students pay 15 cents of their
activity fees for identification
cards. If an ID card is lost, a
student may pay S3 to replace it.
Intramural sports is allotted
60 cents. The intramural
program is one of competitive
athletics and recreational activities. It includes awide range
resources $25
on athletics and recreational
interest. The program is
sponsored jointly by student
activity fees and the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation and is
conducted by the director of
intramurals.
Activity Fee $68.15
Non-students who want to be
athletically active may get many
of the same types of opportunities through the YMCA,
paying yearly membership fee
of SHJO.
Music
Music organizations receive
ii. The organizations include
the Marching Band, Concert
Band, Stage Band, Marshall

MU total enrollment fee

$168.15

Community Symphony, SymCoffee House
phonic Choir, ACappella Choir,
Choral Ensemble, University Coffee House. The commitSingers, Opera Workshops, tee is responsible for booking
Wind Ensemble. and the performers and entertainmrnt
Chamber Grass Ensemble. operations
for the Coffee
These organizations make a House. When
there are
number of appearances in performers in the student
bar,
Huntington. They also take there is no charge--unlike local
occassional trips, per\(>rming bars which generally charge
throughout the state and in anywhere from St to S2.
neighboring states, according to Contemporary Issues Comthe catalog.
program, which
In effect, each organization mittee. The
of lec.tures, slide
would receive nine cents each. consists
question and answer
The Parthenon is allotted $3. panels,
periods
and
movies,
is primarily
The school newspaper is financ- concerned with student
personal
ed through advertising and stu- life. In the past, the committee
dent activity fees. The paper is
concentrated on subjects
free four times a week to all has
such
as
drug
abuse
and
sex
students. Ayear's subscription education.
for others, however, runs S9.
Cultural
Art~.
This
commitThe Office of Student Acis respon~ible for schedutivities receives S3.80 asemes- tee
ling art shows, art sales, and
ter (S7.60 a year) to finance a plays
year of activities set forth by Center.in Memorial Student
eight committees, according to Homecoming. .All HomeNancy Hindsley, coordinator of coming events, such as conStudent Activities.
and relatedtn
Committees and functions are certs dances
are scheduled
as follows: The Cinema Arts activities
advance,
according
Committee this year will present ley. For events tosuchHinds-as
four series of movies: The concerts, a small fee is
Magic Theater, which runs charged, but it is much less
feature-length entertainment than
the S6 or S7 one usually
films, will present 14 movies; pays for
houses concerts.
The Arts and Cienma Society, LecturefieldSeries.
This comwhich includes documentaries, mittee selects speakers
who
experimental and foreign films discuss awide range of current
will present six movies; the issues. Often they require
Bijoct Theatre, which is a preparticipation.
sentation of all-time classics will audience
Mini-Concert. This compresent five movies, and a mittee
individual arseries which ran in September, tists andpresents
of musicians
the "Horror Festival," pre- during thegroups
school
sented 10 movies in a month, Travel Bureau. year.
Members of
according to Hindsley.
this
committee
select
tours,
If a student were to see all both domestic and abroad,
for
these movies at box office prices Christmas and spring vaca(S2.S0 ashow), he would have tions. It assists with publicity
invested S90 for the 36 movies. -and makes all arrangements

Cooking facility -'blanket' qualifier

for the tours.
plays, a musical
Student Government is allot- full-length
presented in conjunction with
ed S1 of the initial $68.15. the
Department of Music. and
"Student Government is con- several
studio
experimencerned with improving the tal dramas eachandyear.
effects of an education upon a students pay afee of S2 toNonstodent," according to the the presentations, or atotalseeof
Handbook. "It offers student
input into the issues which S8.Last under the heading of
directly concern the lives of the institutional
is WMUL-RaMarshall student body," it dio which is fees
allotted 25 cents.
stated.
WMUL-Radio provides students
with
music
Legal Aid Program popular, classical, (including
and jazz).
news.
Student Legal Aid is alloted sports, andCenter
Fees. Under
70 cents. The program thisStudent
heading,
Student
Center
provides free legal advice to Bonds receive $28; 7.15
is
students with problems such as
to Student Center
landlord-tenant difficulties. allotted
The lawyer, however, cannot Operations.
Intercollegiate
Athletics.
represent astudent in court. This group receives S16.4S.
If a student consulted a
with institutions of
lawyer for a legal problem, Games
academic and athletic
procedures would cost him similar
standards are scheduled each
about S25 for a SO-minute year
by
the Athletic Commitconsultation, according to a tee, according
to the catalog.
local attorney.
Some sports which Marshall
University Theatre is allotted participates
include football,
50 cents. Under the direction basketball, inbaseball,
of the Department of Speech, cross country, tennis, track,
golf,
the theatre presents three

The department has no
"blanket" standards of quaJifi.
cations except that of having
cooking facilities, Zyskowski
said. "Each student is
different; Every siklation is
different, so there can be no
blanket standard," she added,
saying the department follows
its policy closely.
Medical bills, shelter and
utility bills, and assets are all
considered, she ad,ded.
The maximum monthly in-

come which a one-person
household can earn and remain
eligible for food stamps is
S245, Zyskowski said.
The department worker who
takes the application1 can
eithq approve or reject the
food stamp application, she
said.
After qualifying, it takes
approximately three days to
receive food stamps, Zyskowski
said.

Meditation society chapter
as ·ntro uto cture
What college student could
not benefit from improved
academic performance, broader
comprehension and deeper
levels of rest?
Though these benefits may
seem impossible to achieve,
Transcendental Meditation
(TM) promises all three at the
price of alittle time and $65.
The Marshall University
chapter of Students International Meditation Society
(SIMS) had its introductory

Names befuddle
father
of 25
Huntingtonian Herman Burd

is alot like the little old woman
who lived in ashoe. He lives
in ahouse but he has so many
children he can't remember all
their names.
Burd, 59, is a disabled
laborer with plenty of time on
his hands and 25 children to
his credit.
He and his first wife had 22
children, he .,.aid Monday.
Three more little Burds have
been forthcoming from his
current marriage.
"That's not very many," he
said, with achuckle, referring to
the offspring of his second
union.
First wed at 17, Burd said he
and his wife wanted two
children "and got two dozen."
He said aset of twins died.
Burd is proud that he was
able to raise his children without
the aid of welfare. He said they
r:mge in age from 40 to 3and all
have been well-fed and welllothed.
"I figure I've had awonderful
life," he said. "Sure. I've had
comments about my children,
both good and bad. But most
people seem to think I'm aluLky
fellow.'"
ROTC OFFERS CAREERS,
SCHOLARSHIPS
GREAT
OPPORTUNITIES. GH
217.
696-6450.

lecture Wednesday night to
explain the meditation procedure and to answer any
questions.
Two teachers of the TM
technique were present to
explain how TM "expands the
conscious mind and enables one
to use full potential in all fields
of thought and action," according to the teachings of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, founder of
the TM programs.
The technique involves sitting
comfortably for 15 minutes each
morning and afternoon with
eyes closed. During these

periods, the metabolic rate of
the body is reduced to almost
half .the rate during sleep, and
the brain's activity rises to a
level of increased orderliness,
said Connie Hines, teacher of
TM.
TM has changed the mental
potential, health, social relationships and attitudes of over
800,000 Americans who have
used the technique, Hines said.
Asecond preparatory lecture
will be held tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in the Memorial Student Center
2W37. Students who did not
attend the introductory lecture
may still participate.

Whee ... it's
the party season
and Toulouse
has the dresses
for you.

the qualifications and take
advantage of the program,
Zyskowski said. She urges
students to apply for food
stamps if they feel the stamps
are necessary. Ji.

vice-president, remains optimistic that Marshall will receive
the propo:,,cd grant tor expansion of the Science Building.
is nobe assurance
_the"There
grant will
fvel', butth"t
the
Marshall Foundat.1on is doing a
thorough job in trying to assist
us as much as possible,'' Jones
said.
"The consultant's report to
the foundation may ask for
additional refinement on the
document--that is, further definition and clarification of Marshall's needs," he said.

foundation, Paul Bamberg of
the Harvard University Department of Physics, visited Marshall in October and reported to
the foundation of Marshall's
¾ nee n_ rls.
'I am optimistic," Jones
added, '"but there have been
no signs we will receive the
money."
Jones said he had no idea
when afinal decision would be
announced. "The fact that the
report might call for additional
refinement might cause adelay
in the decision."

Jones remains optimistic
about
foundation funding
Dr Olen E. Jones, executive The consultant hired by the
Of

0

SHARE
THE
RI
D
E
WICHRI
TH SUSTMAS
THIS
AND
GET
ON
TO AGOOD THING.

Us means Greyhound. and alot of your fellow students
who are already on to agood thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too, over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

~

Now!!!
Spring Term 1977

ARE YOU TIRED OF BEING THE LAST IN
.LINE ONLY TO FIND OUT. THAT BOTH
BOOKSTQfU;~
YOU
NEEDED? HAVE SOLD OUT OF THE TEXT
WELL, PUT AN END TO THAT BY FILLING
OUT STATIONER'S TEXTBOOK RESERVATION
FOR BOTH TERMS, AND ENJOY YOUR
VACATION KNOWING YOUR TEXTBOOKS WILL
BE WAITING WHEN YOU RETURN TO CAMPUS.

Textbook Reservation
JUST MAIL IN OR BRING BY THE
COMPLETED RESERVATION BLANK.

1945 5th Avenue
Phone: 525-7676

OPEN:

Weekdays 8·9

Sat. 9-5

Spring Term 1977
SECTION

COURSE

INSTRU.

and get the
13th one FREE.
Us. Rt. 60 East

73~·0802

EASTERN HEIGHTS SHOPPING CB4TER

TO
Charleston, WV
Parkersburg, WV
Beckley, WV
Lewisburg, WV
Clarksburg, WV

COURSE

SECTION

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN YOU
WAY TRIP LEAVE ARRIVE
3.10
7.50
7.80
9.40
11.65

5.90
14.25
14.85
17.90
22.15

3:55 PM
2:45 P.M
3:55 P.M.
3:55 P.M.
3:55 P.M.

5:20 PM
5:35 PM.
715 P.M.
8:25 P.M.
10:15 PM.

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
J.C. Brown, Head Agent
Greyhound Lines, Inc.
13 St. &4th Ave.
(304) 529-3081
Huntington, WV 25701

INSTRU.

I

GREYHOUND SERVICE
Join the Dress Club ~ ~-;;:,'
at Toulouse Annette's.
Buy 12 dresses
at regular price

Part-time students may purchase at the Cashier's Office
the artist series portion of the
·• ctivity card for $3. 75 a
semester and attend all forum
and convocation series events
at no extra charge.
The above clause for part•
time students is covered in
their Sl7.25 activity fcl' which.
according to the catalog,
covers: Convocations and
forums, SI .SO; health services.
S7; identification cards, 15
cents; intramural sports, 60
cents; The Parthenon, S3.00;
programming student activities, $3.80: Student LeRal Aid,
70 cents, and University
Theatre, SO cents.

Stationers
Make Your Reservation

;ti

Students receive food stamps
on asemester basis, and need
to re-apply at the beginning of
each semester, Zyskowski said.
Food stamps can be very
helpful to students who meet

Part Time Clause

Reserve Now!!!

Eligible stude·nts can apply for aid

Marshall students may apply
for food stamps at the Department of Welfare office, 533
Fourth Ave., from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. The office then
"can make a determination of
qualification_ at that point,"
according to Paula D. Zyskowski, supervisor of eligibility at
the Department of Welfare.
"Having your own cooking
facilities is one 'b lanket' standard of qualifying for food
stamps," Zyskowski said.

swimming, and wrestling.
General admission for major
spectator sports is: Football••
11 season games at SS each for
non-students, a total of SS5
and baskctball--27 games at
S3.SO each, S94.SO.

,_

-----I

Return by Jan. 12. Books picked----up by\
J~uary
15th
Name _________________________
Please Print

Address ______________________________
[City]
[Zip)
(State)
Campu1
Address ____________________________

r ~~;d

Phone
Home: ____________
Campu1: ___________

Signature

IJs-;;

[7 New

CHl:CK ONE ABOVE

t
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Inmate
to request
old texts

Last event this week

Student activities reflects, projects
Mary Holderby, folksinger-guitarist, and
David Scherrep, singer-guitarist, will close
the fall semester's activities with performances in the Coffee House on Dec. 8and
Dec. 13 at 8:30 p.m., according to Nancy P.
Hindsley, director of student activities.
Holderby is a Marshall staff member
from Barboursville who has performed at
the Coffee House on anumber of occassions in past years, according to Jean
Ratlett, chairman of the Coffee House
committee.
"She performs music by Joni Mitchell,
Joan Baez and will perfrom aset alone, and
aset with Scherrep,'' Ratlett said.
Assessing the fall semester's activities
and participation by students, Hindsley
said, "There is one thing that amazed me
and that was the turnout for 'Dialogue'.
The crowd was very disappointing. We've
begun to regard December programing as
fruitless, and are considering no longer
scheduling special programming in December if students will be unable to participate."
Concernin~ the Bolivian Folklore Ballet
performance last Tuesday at the Keith
Albee, Hindsley said, "Because the lack of
interest in ballet as expressed by students,
we expected a small crowd at the

performance, but 500 people showed up at
the performance in the Keith Albee. The
area dance schools helped in that
support." "About Homecoming, we felt
that it was successful," Hindsley said. "It
was the first year we received funds from
other sources and it was the broadest
Homecoming as far as the scope of
activities presented was concerned," she
said.
"We hope to have the lunch under the
tent again next year as a feature for
students and the Homecoming committee
will begin operating in January."
Plans have been made for spring activities, Hindsley said.
"A mini-concert is scheduled for Feb. 2,
with John Hartford and Hickory Wind, and
student activities is presently mating
arrangements to recall 'Yellow Rose' for
theTliespring."
lecture series will present Jack.
Anderson near the end of March. The
Contemporary Issues Committee, in conjunction with the Lecture Series, is working
with Black Awareness Week Committee in
trying to schedule Barbara Jordan, congresswoman from Texas, Hindsley said.
The Contemporary Issues Committee is
trying to bring in the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws

(Normal). It is working with West Virginia
Institute of Technology and West Virginia
State College in afilm lecture forum on this
subject
said. as aresult of student interest, she
Hindsley said the Cultural Arts Committee will try to arrange a program ofi
Appalachia, relating to its authors, music,
arts and crafts.
She added, the Cinema Arts Committee
is "going along smoothly, and they already
have
spring."their movies scheduled for the
Hindsley said the Travel Committee has
not been flanctioning this year, but have
been successful in sponsoring a trip to
Spain and London in the past. However,
next semester it may be able to ~hedule
some tours within the United States.
"Snow Shoe (ski resort) is open and this
committee could possibly get something
arranged," she said.
"The office of student activities plans to
schedule aweekend in the spring where
students can become familiar with the work
of the office," she said. "As we see it now,
it will apply to students who aiready work
actively on committees, but we welcome all
students with ideas and an interest to join
the committees available," Hindsley said.

Dn
Briefly
elight
Campaign organizer to speak onCandl
Sunday
campu■/

John F. Kennedy's 1960
presidential campaign organizer, Matthew A. Reese, will
address the Advertising Oub
of Huntington's luncheon
meeting at noon Friday at the
Uptowner Inn.
Reese is aMarshall graduate
and anative of West Virginia.
In 1966 he founded Matt Reese
and Associates (MRA) and has
served more than 120 campaigns in the United States,
South America and Asia.
His organization of a massive volunteer campaign in
1960 helped launch Kennedy's
presidential primary victory in
West Virginia.

Reese's organization recently ation's Outstanding Citizenship
helped elect the West Virginia award for "...his major contri4th Congressional District Con- · bution to the strenthening of
gressman, Nick Joe Rahall, our electorial process ... "
and pass the Cabell County Reservations for the lunchlibrary levy.
eon meeting must be made by
Other MRA clients include calling 529-1728.
Edward Kennedy, John ·Glenn,
Vance Hartke, Birch Bayh,
George McGovern, Thomas
Eagleton and many others.
Reese is currently serving as
president of the American
Association of Political Consultants and is a member of the
International Association of
Political Consultants.
Reese is a past recipient of Cynthia Berry, Dunbar sophthe American Heritage Found- omore,
has been named winner
of a 10-speed,.,bicycle in the
Chief ;Justice drawin& Mondq ,;
1necco,4ing to Ruth D. Maynard,
Huntington senior and co-editor
of the yearbook.
Berry sftr""'1ta~'t
excited
surprisedneeded
to havea
won. and
"I really
she said.
Future programming of this bicycle,"
The
bicycle
drawing
was
type will depend on the success of apromotional activity forpart
the
of this show, said Neal Alhadeff, Chief Justice yearbook, accordEast Islip, New York, junior and ing to Maynard, and Cathy
chairman of the Mini-Concert Oark, Damascus, Md., senior,
Committee, sponsor of the and
co-ed1ror of the yeaTOOC>k.
event. He said the use of funds "This
for the first
for the concert, being more than time," saidyear,Maynard,
"every
usual, leaves the committee
could have its picture
little to work with during the class
taken,
instead
of just the
rest of the semester.
seniors." Every person who had
taken also had a
Hartford was a regular on their plcture
to win the bicycle,
the "Smothers Brothers Come- chance
added.
dy Hour," and "The Glen Maynard
Those who wish to have their
Campbell Goodtime Hour." pictures
can still do so,
He appeared on the "Don Maynardtaken
Remakes will be
Kirshner Rock Concert and taken fromsa.id.
Feb. 7-11, 1977, and
Midnight Special."
group pictures will be taken the
following week (Feb. 14-18).
Organizations may mate ap~taUY begi•■iilg i■ January,
Maynard said. Chapter
presidents could contact the
Chief Justice office in Smith
Hall
Room 309 for additional
Coffee House
information, she added.
~

Y-earbook
bike winner
announced

Mini-Concert plans
John Hartford show
John Hartford, composer of
the song ' Gentle On My
Mind," for Glen Campbell, will
be at the Keith Albee with
Hickory Wind on Feb. 2,
according to Nancy Hindsley,
director of student activities.
Hartford, whose music is
somewhere between country,
folk, blues, rock and bluegrass,
has recorded the albums '' AeroPlace," "Mark Twang," and
most recently, "Nobody Knows
What You Do," on Flying Fish
Records. He also has appeared
on records with The Earl
Scruggs Review, Glenn Camphell and Vassar Oements.

Fllmanllc:

Meetings

The Ad Oub will meet today
at 3:30 p.m. in Smith Hall Room Adisco party at the Coffee
330.
House is scheduled for Sunday
Kappa Delta Phi, educational from 7:30 p.m.-10.
honorary,
will
have
a
Christmas
·
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
at 2442 Spring Valley Dr.
Mary Holderby and David
Scherrep will appear at the
Concerts
Coffee House Wednesday and
Monday.
Dr. Paul Balshaw will conduct
the Choral Union Christmas
concert today at 8p.m. in the
Smith Recital Hall.
Carl Fields, trumpeter, and
Cheri Smith, clarinetist will
present their senior recitals
Thursday at 8p.m.
Santa's Holiday Bowling
Tournament will be at the
Memorial Student Center Lanes
from 8:30 to midnight.
Registration for the Round
Robin Holiday Table Tennis
Tournament and the Holiday
Eight Ball Tournament will end
today.
Interested students and facult~ may register at the Memorial
Student Center Recreation Area
desk from 8:30 p.m. to
midnight.

~

Winter concert
planned tonight

The Marshall University
Chot:al Union and Orchestra will
present "The Creation," by
F.J. Haydn, for its annual
winter concert tonight at 8p.m.
in Smith Recital Hall, according
to Dr. James L. Taggart, professor
Dr. ofPaulmusic.
Balshaw, Choral
Union director, will conduct 175
performers, including 130 singers and 45 orchestral players.
"The Creation" has wide.
appeal because of its powerful
musical description of the
events of the creation, its
tunefulness, and its satisfying
combination of words and
music, Balshaw said. The text
is taken jointly from the Bible's
of Genesis and Milton's
5,MILF.S OF ROADS Book
"Paradise Lost," Balshaw said.
BUILT IN JAMAICA
public is invited to attend
KINGSTON,Jamaica(AP)- theThesecond
of the two perforThere are more than 5,000 mances, Taggart
said.
miles
of
"drivable"
roads
in
Jamaica, an island about the
size of Connecticut. 'Ibis
amount of mileage is e~lained
by
the fact that Jamaica is
very
mountai
nouspeaks,
and hills
the
roads
wind
around
and valleys.

!Earn •P le $60 • .atnth.~J

Miscellaneous

ACandlelight service of
lessons and carols will be
conducted Sunday at 7p.m. in
the Campus Christian Center
chapel, according to Dr. Hugh
B. Springer, Presbyterian campus minister.
Conducting the service will
be the four full-time campus
ministers, Father Mark V.
Angelo, Catholic priest; D•
Frank L. Horton, United Methodist campus minister; Jim C.
Fugate, director of the Baptist
Student Union; and Springer.
The composed
Modern Black
Mass
Choir,
and directed
by MU students, will sin_g,
Springer said. Other students
will present Scripture readings
and lling duets, he added.
Springer said he hoped
light the entire sanctuary with
candles.
The purpose of the Sllttice is
to give MU students, faculty
and staff the opportunity to
celebrate the birth of Christ
before going home for the
Christmas holidays, he said.
The service is open to al:
denominations, Springer said.

Help yourself· .
by
others.
helpl■g

Receive up to $60 amonth by
donating on aregulttr blOOd
plasma program.
Call for appointment to flt
your class schedule. We have a
new bonus program.

Call .for ..,71a.m.111to....
HJ-2181
3p.m.

HYlAND Center
Donor
Bring stu~ent ID.

·.u1 ....... Aw••··
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Clarinetist recital
will be Thursday

Cheri Smith, Huntington senof the Sherri Turley
ior, will present her graduating winner
Memorial Scholarship in 1974
recital Thursday at 8 p.m. in and
Band ScholSmith Recital Hall. The arshipthein Tri-State
1972-73. Smith has
program is open to the public. acted as Senior
Drum
Major for
Smith, clarinetist and student
of Thomas J. O'Connell, asso- the 1976 Marching Band seaciate professor of music, will son.Smith has also performed
perform Saint-Saens' "Sonata
the Huntington Chamber
for Oarinet and Piano" and with
Orchestra, the Huntington
"Second Oarinet Concert." Symphonic
Band and the
She will be accompanied at the newly-organized
Viginia
piano by Betty Jo Miller, Ches- Wind Symphony. Vfest
·
apeake, Ohio, sophomore.
performing at the recital
Smith has performed in all willAlso
Charleston graduate stuthe
majorat Marshall,
instrumental
en- dentbe George
Persinger on
sembles
including
the Marching Band, the Wind trumpet. Persinger wil perform
Symphony and the Marshall trumpet sonatos by Gabrielli
Community Orchestra. She also and Hindemith and Goedicte's
has taken 11art in small "Trumpet Concerto." He will
woodwind ensembles and the A be accompanied at the piano by
Capella Choir. She was the sophomore Nancy Hill.
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Captain D's

UPTOWNER
BEAUTY
SALON

is temporarily
located at
624
9th St.
Contemporary Hairstyles

for both males &females.
The stylists to serve serve:
-Carolyn Mccomas
-Gene Patton
-Dennis Weaver
-Jerrv McGue
-Anita Micheals
Ernst Chambers, Mgr.
Parking
Phone 522-9192

marriage makers
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WEDDING RINGS
The only wedding ring sold with alifetime guarantee of craftsmansrtip. Any ArtCarved wedding ring may be refinished at any time without
charge. For alifetime of beauty, Matching styles
for bride and groom.
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An inmate from the Federal
Corrections Institute of Ashland, (FCIA) will be on campus .
Dec.. 16. to talk with students,
according to Student Body Vice
President Rick 0. Ramell.
Inmate Raymond Martin will
appear in the Memorial Student Center as part of a book
drive for the FCIA library
which will run from Dec. 10-17,
Ramell said.
Martin, president of the
Reality House Gavel Club (and
inmate public speaking organization), claims the library at
the institution is outdated and
is in need of any kind of
literature.
Steve Ambrose, Marshall
student government public relations director and Huntington
sophomore, said the drive is
being held during exam week
in hopes students will contribute. outdated. texts. .
The book drive, sponsored
by Student Government in
conjunction with Marshall Of.
flee for Volunteer Experience
(MOVE), will have drop boxes
located throughout the campus.
Books can be dropped off at
the Student Center lobby, Twin
Towers West lobby, South Hall
lobby, and the library, Ambrose ~aid.
In addition to 'the visit by
Martin, three Marshall students will visit the FCIA.
Ambrose, Don G. Wilson,
director of MOVE and Parkersburg senior, and P.C. Pancake,
student senator and Huntington freshman will be going to
the institute today to attend a
Reality House Gavel Club
meeting and tour the complex.

"REALE
HUNGRY
FISH
DINNER"

Erlt■nNI

Huntlngllln, W.VL 2l701. PublllllN.T___,y
·1"rtday
during the
yaar, WNllfy
during the - · lubla'lpllellf
pe(,IUfllffl9'

MY LOVE

Edna1<181e
SandlTltUI

Prod~lon t.fanaljer .....................
Anna.~Y
AdYartlling
Tom Drummond
AdvfNr ................ WllllamC. Rogers
~

Hayes to give party
Marshall University employes
are invited to aChristmas party
hosted by President and Mrs.
Robert 8. Hayes.
The party, for both current
and retired personnel and their
families, will be in Memorial.
Student Center Multi-Purpose
Room, 6:30-8:30 p.m. Dec. 14.
Not only will there be light
refreshments and music, but
Santa Oaus is expected to visit.

Be sure to pick-up your final copy
of tllis ·semester'·s Parthenon tomorrow.

r-- -- , . . . . . ., ,. -
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Daniels puzzled by MU defeat

By ROCKY STANLEY
Marshall baksctball seems
annually to bring-out the best in
Morehead State's Ted Hundley.
As amatter of fact. Saturday's
96-80 loss to the Eagles
produced alot of bright shots.
However, few of them could be
tacked up in the Herd's favor,
as Coach Bob Daniels acknowledged.
•
"It was certainly the most
disappointing of any of our
performances." Daniels said.
"They made u, do things offensively that we weren't ready to
do. We just lost our poise."
The Herd enjoyed leads
through the half, reaching 12
points at the 7: 18 mark on two
free throws by center Mike
Marz, but the patient Morehead
State offense used af'lumber of
baskets off inside screen~ to

take command early in the
second half.
With Hundley hitting for 30
points and grabbing 17 rebounds and guard Herbie
Stamper connecting for 22
points. the Eagles dropped the
Herd to 1-2. The 6-8 Hundley,
who has posted some of his most
impressive performances against the Herd, battled early
foul trouble and cashed in on
both short and long range shots
to carry the Eagles.
"We ju-: let acouple of guys
really embarra-.., us," Daniels
noted, singling out Hundley's
big night and particularly the 17
points scored by freshman
center Butch Kelley.
"We let them hurt us
between the foul lanes,"
Daniels added. "Too many of

their points were strictly inside.
Their offense obvio sly gave us
trouble."
The two areas of the game
upon which Daniels was placing
particular emphasis going into
the game, defense and reboudning were areas where he
pointed out, "We just weren't
getting it done."
Jack Shalow's Eagles
grabbed 42 rebounds, while
Marshall pulled down 29. The
MU coach said that Harley
Major's team-leading nine rebounds should have been the
third-highest figure for the
Herd, instead of the highest.
"They beat us on the boards
and we simply didn't get the job

By DONNA ffiGGINS
Free throw shots. with blinders? At 8 a.m. on Sunday
morning? That was the
practice routine for the Green
Gals who lost to the Lady
Buckeyes from Ohio State,
55-87 Saturday night in Memorial Field House. It was the
second loss in as many games
for the Gals.
The aggressive Ohio State
team put Marshall in a bonus
free-throw shooting situation
after five minutes of play in the
first half and less than half
way through the second half.
However, the Green Gals failed
to take advantage of the
opportunity, connecting on only
11 of 20 shots. ·
Coach Donna Lawson called
in a "physical game," adding
that the Lady Buckeyes played
a "tagging" game. "You
can't be anice, quiet person in
a game like that.'' She told
the players as they blindly shot

Sunday morning that making
the free throws would have at
least kept them in the game.
The Lady Buckeyes were on
top the whole game, scoring
eight points before a basket
from Pat Smith put Marshall
on the scoreboard. Smith
added another shot and Mary
Lopez put in her first free
throw giving the Green Gals a
score of five to Ohio State's 20,
with 11 :00 to go in the first
half. Marshall made 7of 27
·shots in the first half and 5for
18 free throws while the Lady
Buckeyes made 21 of 55 shots.
In the second half the Green
Gals began a slow start back
and for the most part held
Ohio State. Ohio State's fouls
began ~ing up and as aresult
three players fouled out of the
game. But despite the 36
points added in the second half
by Marshall, MU couldn't
catch the Lady Buckeyes, who
added another 44 to their
score.
PHOTO by JEFF LEAMING
Leading Marshall in scoring
were Lopez and Agnes Wheel- Freshman Barry Hamler
er, each with 14 points.. The shows his Inside scoring
Gals will play their last home prowess with a layup basket
game before the .Christm&S, over-· ,-Mol.'ehead's Herbie
break, Wednesday at 6p.m,in-"'-Stamper [32). Coming off the
Gullickson Hall a·gainst the bench in a res·e'rWl tole,
University of Kentucky. Sat- Hamler dumped In 15 points to
urday the Green Gals will play share scoring honors with
their
first Civic
road Center
game against
at the forward Harley Major.
Charleston
arch-rival Morris Harvey.

done.· Dariiels reflected 'The
same vith th dfense. T'1ere
was 11othing _onsistent in our
defensive plav. Some of our
playe ·s were just wandetin
around ut there all night." 6
Marshall's coach also noted
ti : absence of consistent play
from point guard as instrumental in the loss. Ross Scaggs
opened the game at the po~·1ion
but sustained an ankle injury in
the first half, when the Herd
was holding afive-point lead.
Charlie Novak, Carlos "Bunny" Gibson and Pat Burtis
manned the position in the
second half, but 'Daniels said the
loss of Scaggs was a turning
point in the game.
"We were running early in

Morning free throws
reminder to Gals

Mar~hallunder
forward
Da\'c Miller
going
tough
the basket
as hefinds
tries the
to move
,, 1th the ball inside in the Herd· s96-80 loss
Saturday to Morehead State. The senior MU

co-captain tallied 13 points, however the
Eagles took control of the action midway
through the second half in dropping the
Herd's record to 1-2.

Marshall swimmers defeat
Youngstown in opener

Claireduring
has
By BOB RUNYON
great in the optional." On two time oflost201in.4.theSt.event
Steve Biron won two events dives, Dilley received large nevercollege
career.
and anchored the final relay ovations from the Marshall- his"Time-wise
it was a very
eveht to lead Marshall's swim partisan crowd.
team to a68-45 victory over a Other winners for the Herd good meet for the first," said
stubborn Youngstown State ·vere: Dan McNichol, Wilming Saunders. "We were fairly
University team Saturday in sophomore, in the SO-yard· well pleased with the team's
performance."
the Gullickson Hall Natatori- ton
free, which ended in a dead_ overall
The Thundering Herd will
um.
heat with Youngstown's Dan travel
The Clearwater sophomore Vanlrden;
to Fairmont to face
Jim
Sheridan,
Fort
won the 1,000-yard freestyle Lauderdale senior and co-cap- Fairmont State College Friday
event with a time of 10:22.3 ta in in the 100-yard free~, at 8 p.m. and then go up
and in a close race in the Dana St. Claire, Miami against West Virginia Univer500-yard event, Biron beat a junior and co-captain, con- sity and Edinboro State College
Youngstown
tanker
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in
tenth of asecond
and bvwasonepart tinued his dominance in the Morgantown
before Christmas
of the 400-yard relay team. 200-yard backstroke with a vacation.
"We didn't know how he
(Biron) was going to perform,"
said Swim Coach Bob Saunders. "At the beginning of
last.. summer Steve (Biron) Marshall's w~tling squad pulling us thrc>ugh," Barnett
contacted a bad case of split a double-duel match at ~}d. ,
hepatitis along with some Boone, N.C. , Satur~ and "~•llfrl.:e also cited the strong
mononucleosis so he didn't get three MU wrestlers posted individual performance of Sam
much practice over the sum- double victories, but Coach Peppers SatL:rJay, who won by a
mer. But he worked hard in Robert Barnett is yet to be pin in his first match, before
the fall practice and he swam pleased with his team's perfor- dropping a11ard-fol•_ght decision
mance in the ~arly season
to Appalachian's highly regardbeautifully."
The Herd tankers took eight Mark Hartbarger, Oregon,
of the thirteen events in its Ohio, junior, won both his
matches
in
the
i42-pound
class,
first meet of the season .
"Score-wise it was not quite Dan Smith notched apair of victories in the 177 poind class,
as close as I had thought,'' while
Jeremiah Gagnon won two
said Saunders. "But if a
in the heavyweight.
couple of those races had been matches
The Herd downed North
flip-flopped, it would have Carolina
A&T 28-20 on the
been different."
strength of four consecutive
Youngstown juggled its line- wins
CONNIE REED
in the heavier weight The By
up, according to Saunders. classes,
Santa Bowl is continuing
while
MU dropped a this week
"They didn't use their people
in Memorial Stu-dent
20-15 decision to Southern Con- Center Recreation
like we thought they would," ference
with
foe Appalachian State. one-fifth of the Area,
commented Saunders.
$300 goal
shall 's comeback win already
reached, according to
Despite Youngstown's tam- overMar'North
Carolina
A
&
T
was
pering of its lineup, MU highlighted by two pins and two John David Short, recreation
countered the move success- decisions
after MU had fallen director.
fully.
"Twenty-five people partici20-10.
pated in the tournament this
Two surprises Saunders behind
However,
Barnett noted that weekend,
and almost every
noted was the swimming of he saw little improvement
in his
Paul Kowalski and the diving
s performance over that of bowler won something," Short
of freshman Granvel Dilley team'
Marshall's sub-par showing in said.
Kowalski placed second in the
tournament is "a chance
tournament. The
the 1,000-yard race and third season-opening
win Christmas presents for
didn't hustle enough toneedy
in the 500-free. "He came into "We
children and prizes for
there wasn't much move- those
the meet as an unknown and
who
Short said.
ment overall," he said. "I don't Proceeds willenter,"
contender in the distance think
to Alpha Kappa
I
had
them
psychologically
ev,-nt " said Saunders. "He prepared because there just Psi, business gofraternity,
to help
really came through with flying wasn't the spirit and enthusi- sponsor Christmas parties
for
,,!ors ...
teams in the past.'' hospitalized children, he said.
Dilley in his first competition asmTheof our
coach said the The Santa Bowl was highever, finished third in the squad's MU
performance is a near lighted by the.performance of a
rc:quired diving and the opof the way the Herd's Huntington East High School
tional diving. The Hinton reversal
wrestling by classes proceeded senior
who bowled his highest
native had never dove before last
game ever. Paul Prunty rolled a
this season. "Granvel exceed- year.
268 in the "Three-Six-Nine"
ed our expectations," com- "Last year the lightweights event
to add to his other scores
mented the eighth-year swim were carrying us and we were
coach. "I think he had about just hoping to get a little help of 100 and 163 for a530 three
equal to the highest marks in from the heavier classes, but game series. He is currently in
the required diving and he did this year the heavy weights are second place.

Wrestlers split double-duel match
ed Polsinelli, 8-6.
' Some of the guys looked
good, overall we'll need to make
alot of improvement," Barnett1
said.
MU's wrestlers get a long
break before their next match.

the game and getting the good
shots," he said. "But after
Ross was injured, the game
;lowed down and the game
;ettled into the pattern where
Morehead just took over."
Six MO players scored in
double figures, paced by 15
points from Major and freshman
Barry Hamler. Dave Miller
contributed 13 points. whik
Novak, Mik1.: Mau., ancl Greg
Young added 11 apiece.
"We didn't have the big night
from any one player that we
really needed." Daniels commented.
Marshall will get achance to
regroup through the week, as
the next Herd appearance will
be Friday night in the first
round of the Marshall Memorial
Invitational when they take on
Columbia in the night 5second
contest. Georgia Tech and
Idaho State tangle in the
opening match-up, beginning at
7p.m.
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~06 lOth
Street
Christmas Hours:,

,.

10 to 6
10 to 8Mon. &Fri.

j>\~

Buy -¥aui Best Girl ADiamond
For Christmas
Diamonds WholesalP.

!Discounted 50% and More!]
For appointment call Phidge Taylor
[3041 525-8700 [evenings] [606] 329-3411 [day]

'Santa Bowl' competition

reaches one-fifth goal

YouCall:can
too!
528-1111

What you hear may change your life!

In first place is Charles
Nelson, .fluntington senior.
Nelson, co-ordinator of the
Alpha Kappa Psi Santa Bowl
drive, had a 534 series with
scores of 150, 233, and 151. In
his second game, Nelson had 10
marks (strikes or spares) and
only left one frame open (where
he did not have amark.)
Other top performers in the
men's division of the Santa Bowl
were Bill Salter, Huntington
senior, who had a 460 series
with 107, 166, and 187·.
Ron Richards, MU alumni,
combined 176, 210, and 139 tor
a525 series.

In the women's division, Pam
Ford, of the James E. Morrow
Library staff, had five strikes
in arow in her third game for
a 211 score. She also had a
145 and a184 for a540 series.
Pat Keeling of the library
staff had seven strikes and holds
the Santa Bowl record for
women with the most strikes in
arow. Keeling combined 132,
143, and 258 for a533 series.
Another top performer in the
women's division was Linda
CUrrey, ProctorviJJe freshman,
with 132, 157, and 138 for a427
series.

PAID FOR

BOOKS

r'

01he
Marshall
Minute
The final Marshall Minute
of this semester will be
this Wednesday evening
at 9:00

FM STEREO ROCK
94HaveONarock'lnYOUR
DIAL
Christmas!

STARTING DEC. 8
BRING THEM TO

I
I

MARSHALL

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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'Peeping Tom' seen in restroom
Off-campus briefly
By The Associated Pre$S

Carter tax cut uncertain
PLAINS.
Ga.-Presidentelcct
Carter said
Monday that
he'
s
keeping
an
on
the possibility of open
atax mind
cut next
year.
but
he
isn
·t
as
certain
the
prospect
his newlyof
selected
budget asdirector.
Carter.
preparing
for aseries
of face-to-face meetings
with
prospective
Cabinet
members,
said
a
tax
cut
is
"one
of the
possibilities. if the economy
n
stimulation,
thiseeds
point
it appearsandthatIthink
way.at
··I wouldn't say it is virtually
,·,•rt;1in." Sunday
he said, referring
to a
comment
by Thomas
"Bert"heLance,
the
Atlanta
banker
has chosen
to head

the Office of Management and
Budget. "I wouldn't put it that
strongly."
La neeto had
said thethateconothe
choices
stimulate
my
arc
so
limited
that
a
tax
is··· a!most acertainty." cut
"I'mopen,"
dcJiberately
keeping my
mind
the President-elect
said.
"I have advisers who are
leaning
in all different directions, but I'll wait and see.
said heof
hasThenot President-elect
gone into the details
howdecided
large atotaxask
cut formightone,be orif
he
whether it would be permanent
or But
temporary.
he said he will be ready to

more quickly when the time for
decision
comes.
however.
told CarThe
LosLance.
Angeles
Times
that
ter'
s
economic
plan
will
likely
will
a tax reduction of
up toinclude
$IS billion, a jobs program and tax investment
credits to spur industrial expansion.
He said the tax cut would
probablyon take
formasofthea
rebate
1976thetaxes,
quickest
way
to
stimulate
the
economy.
Such abvrebate
was
proposed
Artdrew. F.Sunday
Brimmer,economist
a Carter
adviser
and Reserve
former member
the
Federal
Board. of

chosen
,----------.IO'Neill
Democrat speaker
Garden Gates I
New Downtown
Plant &Gift Shop I
300 12th St across from Ponderosa I WASHINGTON-House
open till 9:00 each nlte •
organizing
the
Sunday 1:00-7:00
\
I Democrats,
new Congress,
choseforRep.

.1J;; 1t1

Thomas "Tip"
Neill oftoMas-be
sachusetts
on O'Monday
their
new
speaker.
O'
N
eill,
an
activist
was unopposed and wasliberal,
nominated confirmation
by acclamation,
withfulla
token
by the
I
House
to
come
in
January.
He
any purchase with this ad and I will succeed Carl Albert of
Marshall ID. Oller good thru Fri., I Oklahoma, who is retiring from
Dec. fo.
I Congress.
The first all-out fight for a
"Plants
leadership
sincefor 1961
was
"Gifts
III aleader,
four-waythepost
battle
majority
"Christmas Items
position
which
Decoratives
has held.runner, Phillip
I O'NTheeill front
•Stash boxes
"Zodiacs
of California,
had
"The Nudes
III Burton
"Other Paraphernalla
strong
challenges
fromandRichard
Bolling of Missouri
Jim
"Plants and gilts for all
I
Wright
of
Texas.
people for all times."
TheMcFall
fourthof candidate
John
California, was
who

. __________
0

J

became
the center
of hecontroversy
after
reports
had
taken
gifts
from
SouthPark.
Korean
businessman
Tongsun
The Democrats also chose
Tomtheir
Foleycaucus.
of Washington
toRep.
that
race,lead Foley
defeatedIn Rep.
.Shirley Chisholm of New York,
withMrs.
194 Chisholm.
votes for Foley and 96
for
O'NeillwillsaidbeSunday
his offirsta
action
creation
committee
find
ways
upgrade thetoethical
code forto
Congress
restoreThere
the have
integrity
ofallegations
theandHouse.
be~n
that
members
had diverted campaign funds
to personal
officeforeign
uses,
taken
moneyorfrom
agents
seeking to influence
the
U.S.
government
or
were
otherwise abusing the public
trust.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -.- -'- ·""'" -·-

By CONNIE REED
Aseries of three incidents involving a "peeping Tom" in
women's restrooms in Smith
Hall has been reported to Marshall's Security office.
"We have reason to believe
that more incidents have occurred all over campus," said
David H. Scites, assistant director of security.
Astudent suspect was teiftatively identified by avictim after
an incident Friday. The suspect
was
apprehended
Smith Hall
by campus
securityin officers.
According to Dr. Richard G.
Fisher, dean of students, the
suspect has been referred to a
psychological counseling center
for evaluation. The university

has taken no legal action in the
case.
Two of the witnesses said that
aman was hiding in one of the
stalls in the restroom and
peered over the top as they
entered an adjacent stall. The
witnesses reported that the man
fled after the victims screamed.
If this type of incident
happens, Scites said, the victim
or person involved should try to
scare the offender off.
"Screaming is the big thing,"
Scites said. And if the victim
believes she is going to be
attacked, she might try kicking,
gouging or scratching the
offender, but "we don't advise
them (victims) to take any
physical action'' against the
offender.
"The victim should next try to

Satety legislation
sought by Miller

CHARLESTON-United Mine Workers President Arnold
Miller,
new has
statetheminenation'
safety
legislation,
said
Monday asking
West for
Virginia
s highest
disabling
injury
ratesubmitted
in coal mining.
Miller
a
written
statement
on
the
subject
to
legislative committee on coal mine law and safety. He did nota
present the statement orally, but sat in on part of the
committee'
meeting. in which the committee--which includes
was
as meeting
coalItlegislators--sifted
industry
union andthrough
management
well
asfatalities
reportsif representatives
on amight
serieshave
ofas mine
trying to determine
which,
any,
been
prevented
by 28asafety
pending
committee.
Miller said
West bill
Virginia
coalbefore
minersthehave
been killed in
accidents
so far this
year. He
saidstate
therethishaveyearbeenand3,500
disabling
injuries
to
miners
in
the
the
average for the first nine months of the year was 375 disabling
injuries
amonth.
He called
for new state legislation dealing with mine roof
supports,
mining
machinery,
dispatchers
andmedical
communications,
specialized
safety
standards
and
emergency
facilities.
"We
are
requesting
legislation
that
would
require
miner
at each mine employing 10 or more men to be one
a trained
emergency
medical
technician.
An
EMT
should
be
on
all times when 10 or more men are underground," Millerdutysaid.at

---- ---, More

observe the subject well enough
to give our officers a good
description," Scites said.
"By a good description, we
are talking about the height and
weight of the offender, the color
of hair and length of hair, any
identification marks such as
scars or tatoos, or other
distinctions such as amoustache
or beard," Scites said.
"Lastly, adescription of the
offender's clothing." Scites
said, "such as pants, shirt and
jacket, but clothes are least
important since we don't know
how long they will keep them
on."
Shoes are important in
clothing identification, Scites
said because the offender is not
as likely to change them.

If the offender says anything to
the victim, she should try to
remember the words he used,
and any accent, speech impediment, or anything like this,
Scites said.
Immediately following the
incident, the victim is advised to
have someone call the Security
Office.
"If there was witness, ask
them to stay with you." Scites
said. "but don't talk about the
offender's description, because
it may cause confusion. Just
let the officers ask questions
about the- offender's description when they arrive.
"Depending on the part1cu1ar
incident, the victim may want to
press charges," Scites said.

MORGANTOWN-In
the
wake
of afatal hunting accident
involving two children, Monongalia
County
prosecutor
David
Soloman called for a change in
state
laws Monday.
He hunting
said
allows
anyone
underpresent
thelicense,
agelawofpermit16 to
hunt
without
a
ting
juveniles
to
carry
dangerous weapons without supervision.
Soloman said an 11-year-old
boy
allegedly
shothunt
Roger
Stone,
14, during
adeer
Saturday.
State
troopet:s said no adult was
present.
"I'm kind of appalled that
kids can
go into the
woodssaid.
and
carry
S~oman
"That'weapons,"
s unbelievable.
There's
aboy dead now.••
Soloman said tne youths had
stopped tothe
rest inweapons
abarn. "They
thought
were
unloaded and got to playing

around
as. kids will do,''
Soloman
said.
"There
to berestricstate
legislation
toought
put hunting,"
some
tions on minors
he
said.
"I'
m
going
to
send
a
letter
to recommend that the legislature
at
least
look
into
it.
I
think
this
14-year-old
boy's death
could
He have
said been
youthsavoided."
should be
restricted
atsupervision
least to hunting
under
the
of an
adult,
considerandathe
lawlegislature
requiring might
train•
ing"You
in firearms
safety.
can't depend on parents'
training,"
he
said.
Soloman,said
who leaves
officewillin
January,
he also
recommend
that
his
successor,
Andrew
present and
the
mattertheto Fusco,
the grand
that
grand
jury jury,
consider
making a recommendation to
the legislature.

Prosecutor seeks
hunting law change

'say' for Golleges sought

CHARLESTONThe wasLegislative
Services Office
instructed
bydraft
a subcommittee
Monday
to
a
bill adminito give
university
and
college
strations
and faculties
more
say
decisions
·ofThetheaction
state
Boardin the
ofon Regents.
came
a
motion
by
Sen.
Mario J. Palumbo, D-Kanawha,
whichEducation
was adopted
by the
Higher
Subcommittee.Palumbo emphasized that
while
he wascollege
looking for away
towanted
"increase
he
to "leave input,"
ultimate
authority with the Board ol

Regents."
Two~subcommittee members
who were
on the
side R.of
that
debate,
Sen.losing
Robert
Nelson,
DHarman,
-Cabell,
and
Del.
Robert
D.
R
-Mineral,
said they still are not convincedthedecision was correct.
"I think
we
oboard,"
ught
to said
go tothat
thepossibly
coordinating
Harman.
Nelson,
cochairman
of
the
subcommittee,
said the
regents "ought
do more
coordinating
and lessto
~overning."
Nelson review
iteratedthathistheoftenexpressed
regents relied too heavily on

enrollment
deciding
whether to figures
continuein academic
programs.
He
said
that
sometimes
the
board
does
not
even
the institutions.
Harmanconsult
agreed,
s'aying "the
numbers.
dictate
policy.""Do
Palumbo
dtheNelson,
you
think
weaskehave
too
many
state
colleges
and
universities?'' Nelson answered,
"Yes,
I
do"
and
said
there
is a
need
to ofreexamine
the
"total
sy
stem
higher
education
with
the
view
of
phasing
out
prog
rams
that
are
surplus."
"I
think
it'
s
going
to
have
come to that," Nelson said. to
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RIDES /RIDERS

RIDERS NEEDED: to New Jersey o
(,,cin11y. lor Christmas break. Cal
Sandi. 523-4479.
RIDE NEEDED: To Washington 0. C.
or New York City. Depart Dec. 17.
Will help drive &share expenses. Call
Charlie 696-4708 alter 11:00 p.m.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 9KeeshOnd puppies. 5
Neeks old. Will hold till Christmas.
:'.;all 525-7572.
FOR SALE: BSA McDonald 31
turntable. Excellent condition, good
cartridge. S40 Call 522-9317.
FOR SALE: Sansui 990 rec, Tech,
SL 1310 table and RS67avs deck.JBL
L-100 speakers, Pioneer SA202W
reverb, TEAC AN60W noise red.
unil. Koss ESP9 Phones, Empire
2000E/lll stylus. 4Months old, $1500
or trade for compact auto .525-6535.
FOR SALE: GAF (LCM) 35 mm.
Camera. Good buy. Just used for J
Class. Selling for $150. Retails for
$239.95. Call 525-6240 alter 5p.m.
FOR SALE: Component stereo
ystem. Sansui receiver/amplifier,
watts per channel. BSR turntable.
Electro Voice speakers. $425. Call
523-8206 after 4:30 p.m.

HELP WANTED ;

IN CASE YOU TYPE ...
Thinking of vacation, but
Your cash flow's reached an end ...
Phone UNITED TALENT and
Earn enough to spend.
525-1515.

SPECIAL NOi ICE
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED. One
block from campus. $70 per month,
utilities paid. Contact Sherre or Mary
529-7812.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Cambridge' House
offers a10% DISCOUNT to
students on .................. ,...
STYLE CUTS
~ FROSTINGS
PERMS
We can give you the best
and latest in style cuts.
Call now for an appointment

WOULD LIKE TO RENt APART•
MENT (or Spring Semester. Contact
Steve Reece at Box 703, Athens, WV
24712.

The
Cambridge House

ROOMATE NEEDED: to share aone
bedroom apartment. Next to campus.
GalI 529-0602.

- -IP

~

523-4673

3586 16th St. Road

PLAN A LOOK AT ALPHA TAU
OMEGA: We are planning aparty for
anyone wanting to know more about
the newest and most dynamic fraternity on campus. Interested? Gall
522-2806 for more Information.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: For second
semester; close to campus; furnished.
$155/month.Call 523-1021 after 5p.m.

HUNTINGTON BICYCLE CENTER,
62316th St. 525-5312. 10 a.m. to 6p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Huntington's only complete bicycle shop. Dave
Burdick, owner.
WAMX FM STEREO ROCK gives you
The Marshall Minute Monday through
F.rlday at 9:00 p.m. Aockln' 94 on your
FMrtial.

1010 THIRD AVENUE, HUNTINGTON

MARKETING STUDENTS can get
valuable Job experience with The
Parthenon. Salary arranged or by
mission. Contact Tom Drummond
16 Smith Hall.

NOTHING BUT THE BEST OF.....

SALE
8Track Tapes Reg. 1'

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortl
Information In Ohio, confidential, n
referral fee. 9a.m. -10 p.m. Toll frBE
1-800-438-5534.

5 98

NOW ONLY s519
Best of The Doobie Brothers
Best of George Harrison
Best of Bachman-Turner Overdrive
Greatest Hits -- Eagles
Greatest Hits -- Chicago
Greatest Hits -- James Taylor
Gold -- Ohio Players
Grand Funk Hits -- Grand Funk
Best of -Loggins &Messina
Gold- Bee Gees

BUY 3MAXEll
YDC-90 CASSETTES
AND GET ABONUS
12 CASSEnE STORAGE CASE

s10"

WE ARE NOW YOUR
EXCLUSIVE BOSE
DEALER IN THE
TRI-STATE AREA
Come Hear The Bose
Dired /Refleding
Speakers

PERSONALS
TO SHARON: Well!!! From Dennis

Sell your textbooks to Stationers,
and get the extra cash. We buy back all
textbooks that are currently in print.
50 %given on all texts used
the following Semester.
Also remember to use Stationers' Convenient
Textbook Reservation. Form on page of this issue.

1945 5th Ave. Ph. 525-7676
Weekdays 8-9
~aturdays 9-5

MINI
ADS
STILL

ONLY
Thousands of Topics

nd ror ,our up-to-date, 160
age, mail o·der catalog. Enclo
1.00 to cover postt,!le and
andling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322IDAHO AVE., I 206 .
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025'
(213) 477-8474

